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descrption: the breakaway broadcast vnc server has been modified to enable direct capture of
broadcast network frames. this includes keyboard, mouse, and network traffic. the vnc server is

intended for non-commercial purposes only and is freeware. usage: open scoutclient v0.90.95 open
the required link in your browser disclaimer: videosserver 7.05 (remote vnc server) must be run in

server mode, not client mode. the breakaway broadcast server requires version 7.05 or higher.
scoutclient v0.95 must be used with the breakaway broadcast server. do not use scoutclient v0.95

with the live vnc server. compatibility: the breakaway broadcast vnc server is compatible with
windows 2000, windows xp, windows vista, windows 7, windows 8, and windows 10. the breakaway

broadcast vnc server requires 32-bit and 64-bit versions of windows. notes: videosserver 7.05
(remote vnc server) vnc server is not compatible with windows 7 or later. scoutclient v0.90.95 vnc
server is not compatible with windows 7 or later. build a breakout tower from the breakaway radio

station, and find out how many stations you can break away. basic information version: 0.90.95 build
the breakaway broadcast on a tower if it doesn't already exist. options build type choose between a
tower, a skyscraper, or a rocket ship. height set the height of the tower. number of stations set the
number of stations the breakaway broadcast will be able to break away from. the more stations you

break away from, the more points you will get. spawn time set the time you want the breakaway
broadcast to spawn. spawn location set the location you want the breakaway broadcast to spawn.
properties base score this is the base score of the breakaway broadcast. bonus score this is the

score you will get if you break away a station. stations this shows all the stations that are available
to break away. name this shows the name of the station you are in. type this shows the type of
station you are in. optional rule use breakaway towers enable this rule if you want to get bonus

points from building the breakaway broadcast on a tower. number of stations enable this rule if you
want to get bonus points from breaking away more stations. how to play to play the game, build the

breakaway broadcast on a tower. game screenshot
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